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The Czech operator reports were released only after the Czech State 
Regulator SUJB had published its Final Report. The study gives the general 
impression that the plants are very robust and would even manage events 
safely, which were not part of the design basis. However, not all aspects 
that the ENSREG stress test specifications require were taken into 
account.  
The report considers „ideal“ accident scenarios, when e.g. the cooling 
water and emergency power supply´s cables, pipes and connections are 
still working after the initiating event. Much detail is devoted to the 
description of water supply and emergency power supply. Such an „ideal“ 
accident can take place of course, but the probability is very low, in 
particular after an earthquake which had been defined as the most severe 
initiating event. 
An example for this is NPP Temelin on Station Black Out. What really is 
worrisome: SUJB accepts statements like this and even copies them into 
its own National Report. „No design accident or failure was registered 

immediately before or after the SBO; the following in particular are 
excluded: Seismicity, fire, floods. All systems in the power plant, besides 

those systems that caused the loss of power supply for own consumption, 
continue to function or are able to function (p. 199). 

 
The lessons from Fukushima and the very idea of stress tests, that events 
and sequences beyond Design Basis need to be considered, is simply 
ignored. „Evaluation of the historical data and long-term monitoring have 
revealed that the site of the Temelín NPP is seismically very quiet.“(p. 
210/211) 
 
Concerning the other NPP in Czech Republic, Dukovany with 4 VVER/213 
units, it is necessary to point out that in spite of the terminology used, it 
does not have a containment, but only a confinement and a Bubbler 
Condenser. One major difference compared to other PWR is that the 
protection against external events is much lower. The emergency center is 
located in a building, which not qualified against seismic events and 
flooding. The main turbine hall is not strong enough to survive a one in 
100 year snow event – the safety risk caused by the roof breaking into 
key systems of the reactor like emergency cooling of the steam 
generators, steam pipe lines etc. would cause severe problems.  
 
Clearly CEZ did not take the ENSREG stress test specifications very 
seriously. They chose a minimalistic approach or did not fulfill the 
requirement at all. SUJB accepted this without a comment; the Final 
Report even copies statement from the operator report.  
However, in spite of certain shortcomings, the reports describe more the 
less new findings about nuclear safety. It became obvious, that the plants 
are not prepared to cope with Beyond Design Basis Accidents. Many 



analyses demanded before have not yet been conducted, the remedies 
and countermeasures suggested are not realistic. For the most severe 
accidents involving core melting the findings showed, that they cannot be 
managed „safely“ and radioactive releases into the environment cannot be 
excluded.  
 
 
This is a Summary of Dalibor Stráský´s Statement in English prepared by 
Patricia Lorenz. Dalibor Stráský´s complete analyses is available in 
German and in Czech language: 
http://www.anschober.at/politik/presse/1428/akw-stresstests---eine-
beruhigungspille-in-tschechien-- 
 


